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Introduction to Gear Technology 

1. Module is:
 a. a measure of tooth height in the metric system 
 b. a measure of tooth width in the metric system 
 c. a measure of tooth size in the metric system 
 d. none of the above 

2. Module equals:
 a. 24.5 divided by the diametral pitch 
 b. 24.5 multiplied by the diametral pitch 
 c. 25.4 divided by the diametral pitch 
 d. 25.4 multiplied by the diametral pitch 

3. Addendum plus dedendum equals:
 a. working depth 
 b. whole depth 
 c. whole width 
 d. working width 

4. Pressure angle is:
 a. slope of the tooth at the pitch circle 
 b. slope of the tooth at the base circle 
 c. slope of the tooth at the tip circle 
 d. none of the above 

5. Spur gear teeth:
 a. are aligned perpendicular to the shaft axis 
 b. are aligned parallel to the shaft axis 
 c. are aligned at a diagonal to the shaft axis 
 d. none of the above 

6. Bevel gears:
 a. have shafts that are perpendicular to each other 
 b. have teeth that are conical in shape 
 c. operate in the high 90% range 
 d. all of the above 

7. Spiral bevel gears:
 a. are bevel gears with angled teeth 
 b. have shafts that are perpendicular to each other 
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 c. with non-intersecting axes are called hypoid gears 
 d. all of the above 

8. Carburized and hardened steel gears are:
 a. called thru-hardened 
 b. called case-hardened 
 c. hardened to the Rockwell 42 level 
 d. none of the above 

9. Grade 3 gear steel:
 a. is used in higher performing gears 
 b. is used in lower performing gears 
 c. has the lowest bending stress psi 
 d. has the lowest contact stress psi 

10. Gear cutting processes:
 a. are called generating 
 b. are called forming 
 c. are called hobbing 
 d. all of the above 

11. Gear finishing operations are called:
 a. shaving 
 b. form grinding 
 c. generating grinding 
 d. all of the above 

12. Higher pressure angle gear teeth:
 a. run smoother than lower pressure angle teeth 
 b. are wider at the base than lower pressure angle teeth 
 c. run quieter than lower pressure angle teeth 
 d. none of the above 

13. Tooth bending stress:
 a. is highest at the base of the tooth 
 b. is highest where the inscribed parabola meets the load line 
 c. is highest at the pitch line 
 d. all of the above 

14. Tooth bending strength horsepower is dependent on:
 a. pinion speed
 b. pinion face width 
 c. tooth geometry factor 
 d. all of the above 

15. Tooth pitting resistance horsepower is dependent on:
 a. pinion speed
 b. pinion face width 
 c. tooth geometry factor 
 d. all of the above 
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16. In the tooth bending and pitting sample problems:
 a. bending horsepower was higher than pitting horsepower 
 b. pitting horsepower was higher than bending horsepower 
 c. bending and pitting horsepower were equal 
 d. both horsepowers were based on Lewis's equation 

17. In the long addendum tooth design:
 a. the pinion and the gear addenda are increased 
 b. the pinion addendum is increased 
 c. the gear addendum is increased 
 d. the pinion and the gear addenda are decreased 

18. In the tooth bending and pitting sample problems:
 a. Grade 3 steel was used initially 
 b. Grade 2 steel was used initially 
 c. Grade 3 steel underperformed Grade 1 steel 
 d. Grade 3 steel outperformed Grade 1 steel 

19. In the tooth bending and pitting sample problems:
 a. 25° pressure angle outperformed 150% addendum 
 b. 25° pressure angle underperformed 150% addendum 
 c. 25° pressure angle and 150% addendum performed equally 
 d. none of the above 

20. A hunting ratio is:
 a. a ratio that is fixed 
 b. a ratio that tends to equalize wear 
 c. a ratio that tends to improve tooth spacing 
 d. all of the above 

21. The following is not true:
 a. 10/50 is a hunting ratio 
 b. 15/55 is a hunting ratio 
 c. 20/60 is a hunting ratio 
 d. all of the above 

22. Gear rim thickness must be:
 a. 1.2 times gear tooth width 
 b. 1.2 times gear tooth whole depth 
 c. 1.2 times gear working depth 
 d. 1.2 times gear tooth addendum 

23. Gear shaft diameter is dependent on:
 a. maximum bending moment 
 b. transmitted torque 
 c. shaft shear stress 
 d. all of the above 

24. In figure 9:
 a. the upper mount option has separately machined housings 
 b. the upper mount option has thru-machined housings 
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 c. the upper mount option has better gear alignment 
 d. the upper mount option has better bearing alignment 

25. In figure 9:
 a. the lower mount option has separately machined housings 
 b. the lower mount option has thru-machined housings 
 c. the lower mount option has worse gear alignment 
 d. the lower mount option has worse bearing alignment 

26. In figure 9, combining the gear and shaft:
 a. improves shaft strength 
 b. improves rim strength 
 c. can improve economics of design 
 d. all of above 

27. In figure 10:
 a. three gears are designed as one piece 
 b. three gears are designed to slide on the shaft 
 c. three gears give three different speed ratios 
 d. all of the above 

28. In figure 10:
 a. the housing is thru-bored 
 b. the right bearing is fixed 
 c. the left bearing is free to float 
 d. all of the above 

29. In figure 11:
 a. the main drive bevel pinion is supported by tapered bearings 
 b. the main drive ring gear is supported by tapered bearings 
 c. the bevel gearsets comprise the center differential 
 d. all of the above 

30. In figure 12:
 a. there is one input shaft 
 b. there is one output shaft 
 c. the input shaft is straddle mounted 
 d. the output shaft is overhung mounted 
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